
The architectural style of the First Baptist Church of Memphis, located in Midtown, 
lends itself to a traditional style ofSunday morning worship. 
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Current Musical Trends in 
Memphis Area Evangelical 

Churches 

By Ben Tanner 

Memphis is located in a region that historically has been heavily influenced by 

Evangelical Christianity. Evangelicals have held a virtual monopoly over the religious 

culture of the South. Evangelical churches, compared to other Christian churches, 

are especially subject to changing trends in worship and musical styles. Given their 

theological and historical identity, Evangelicals are in a unique position to choose from 

a wide range of options or even create a new style of worship from various existing styles. 

This paper focuses on the worship styles of seven churches in the Memphis area

Bellevue Baptist, First Baptist, Hope Presbyterian, Second Presbyterian, Christ United 

Methodist, St. Peters Anglican, and Faith Anglican-that typify various approaches to 

worship and worship music in Evangelical churches in Memphis. 

The term "Evangelical" is elusive and difficult to define. There is no "Evangelical 

Church" with a set of doctrines to examine. The term has been used to describe 

various groups of Christians in Europe and America since the sixteenth century. These 

groups have shared two major characteristics that unite them under the umbrella of 

"Evangelicalism." The first is a focus on the centrality of the Bible as the ultimate 

religious authority (rather than clergy, church councils, or creeds). This emphasis creates 

the need to spread the message and "advance the cause of the gospel." 1 The second shared 

feature is the use of an individualistic rheology that is manifested in different forms, the 

first of which is through emphasis on a personal, intimate relationship with the divine, 

initiated by the experience of being "born again." Evangelicals "stake the authenticity of 

Christian faith upon the conversion experience, not church membership."2 The second 
1 Daniel Bloesch, The Future of Evangelical Christianity (New York: Doubleday, 1983), 4. 

2 D. G. Hart, That Old-Time Religion in Modern America: Evangelical Protestantism m the 
Twentieth Century (Chicago: The American Ways Series, 2002), 10. 
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facet of this individualism is a focus on an "individualistic and personal" Christian 

ethic, an emphasis on "right living."3 Since these two basic principles place a heavy 

emphasis on the emotional impulse of the individual as moved by the Holy Spirit, 

Evangelicals are likely to engage in a "spontaneous, informal style of worship."4 Since 

Evangelicals typically feel no special commitment to non-biblical sources of authority 

such as church hierarchies or papal decrees, this type of worship is more available to 

them than many other Christian groups. 

Evangelical Christianity was effective in reaching the rural masses of the South 

m a way other forms of Christianity had not been. In contrast to the other more 

intellectual forms of Christianity, Evangelicalism appealed to this population through 

its emphasis on ''experience over doctrine."5 Evangelical Protestantism, especially in 

the South, did away with the notion of a learned class of clergy to which all religious 

and theological issues are deferred. Many of these groups were free to choose religious 

leaders from among themselves. For this democratic approach, Evangelicalism has 

been dubbed the "most American version of Christianity."6 Also, the individualistic 

focus of Evangelicalism tended to produce worshipers and congregations that were far 

more locally focused. In the years following the Great Revival, of the early nineteenth 

century, three major Evangelical Protestant denominations-Presbyterians, Baptists, 

and Methodists-grew in great numbers. By the 1830s and 1840s, these groups held 

a virtual monopoly over the religious identity of the South. During this time itinerant 

ministers (mostly Methodist) roamed the countryside motivating huge masses of people 

in large-scale revivals. From this point on into the twentieth century, Evangelical 

Protestantism played a major role in American culture, especially in the South? 

The history of Evangelical Christianity cannot be separated from the musical 

history of Evangelicals. This musical history is marked by constant revision and 

3 Erling Jorstad, Popular Religion in America: The Evangelical vvice (Westport, Conn., 
Greenwood Press, 1993 ), 8. 

4 Jorstad, Popular Religion, 8. 

5 Bloesch, Future of Evangelical Christianity, 10. 

6 Hart, Old-Time Religion, 6. 

7 John Boles, The Great Revival, 1787-1805: The Origins of the Southern Evangelical Mind, 
(Lexington, Ken.: University of Kentucky Press, 1972). 
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adaptation, often resulting in controversy. The theology of Evangelical Christianity 

allowed for musical flexibility that other forms of Christianity did not. The importance 

of the subjective religious experience allowed for music that was emotionally 

moving. This contrasts with the idea "that music must be carefully watched and 

controlled," which is the "dominant motif in the Western theological heritage."8 The 

individualistic theology also allowed individual churches to make their own musical 

decisions, eventually producing a wide range of styles. 

Americans generally exhibited a preference for the simple and the secular in 

church music. Secular borrowing was an Evangelical tradition that began with Martin 

Luther. An accomplished hymn writer, Luther sanctioned the borrowing of melodies 

from folksongs. Secular borrowing became especially prevalent in America because 

of the added emphasis on evangelization. The United States government did not 

grant subsidies to churches, so churches were required to produce their own funding. 

Attracting new believers became an even higher priority for American Evangelicals, and 

the use of secular music became one of the primary tools of evangelism. 

During the early nineteenth century, the preference for the simple and the 

secular in religious music became even more marked. The music of revivals and camp 

meetings often consisted of simple, "singable" refrains that were easily memorized 

and frequently repeated. These tunes were often drawn from folk songs and set 

to familiar Isaac Watts or Charles Wesley texts and were noted for their emotional 

power, inspiring "the falling down of the multitudes, and their crying out ... more 

frequently than under the preaching of the word."9 During the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries, traveling revivalists such as the team of Dwight Moody and 

Ira Sankey popularized the gospel song, marked by intense emotion and rhythm. 

These songs continued the Evangelical tradition of secular adaptation. Many of the 

songs were "indistinguishable from popular tunes and Moody and Sankey found 

8 Clyde J. Steckel, "How Can Music Have Theological Significance?" Theomusicology, ed. Jon 
Michael Spencer (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1994), 15. 

9 Charles A. Johnson, The Frontier Camp Meeting: Religion's Harvest Time (Dallas: Southern 
Methodist University Press, 1955 ), 57, quoted in Gavin James Campbell, "Old Can Be Used 
Instead of New: Shape-Note Singing and the Crisis of Modernity in the South," The journal of 
American Folklore 110/436 (Spring 1997), 171. 
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that this enhanced their ministry." 10 These changes in Christian music did not occur 

without resistance, but the music in question eventually became standard, even 

celebrated. The acceptance of these new styles almost always coincided with growing 

congregations. The Methodist Church experienced particular growth due, at least in 

part, to its willingness to innovate musically. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Evangelicalism encountered 

an unprecedented situation. Up until that point, Evangelicals had identified 

themselves by their separation from a dominant culture. The original Protestants 

had, as Reformers, resisted the dominant Catholic culture of sixteenth century 

Europe. Likewise, the Puritans were separatists from the Church of England. During 

the nineteenth century in the South, however, Evangelicalism underwent a significant 

change. It was no longer an alternative to mainline Protestantism; it was mainline 

Protestantism. Due in large part to the success and popularity of camp meetings 

and revivals, Evangelicals comprised the majority of the Christian population. In 

the South at least, Evangelicalism could no longer define itself in terms of separation 

from a dominant culture Evangelicals found it difficult, however, to rid themselves of 

their separatist identity. During the first half of the twentieth century, Evangelicals 

continued to identify themselves as separatists, only now they were separatists opposed 

primarily to secular culture. More and more Evangelicals felt that their version of 

Christianity "demanded renunciation of the world," and they increasingly attacked 

secular targetsY 

Beginning in the 1950s, rock and roll became one of the main secular targets 

attacked by Christians. "Protestant church leaders . . . regarded rock and roll as a 

form of protest, laced with drugs and sex, against decency and wholesomeness." 12 

In the 1960s, however, the Jesus Movement-"a loose collection of activists, youth 

ministers, entertainers, and born-again hippies" which adhered to a version of 

10 Steve Miller, The Contemporary Christian Music Debate: Worldly Compromise or Agent of 
Renewal? (Wheaton, Ill.: Tyndale House Publishers, 1993 ). 

11 Hart, Old-Time Religion, 19. 

12 Hart, Old-Time Religion, 192 
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Evangelical Christianity-employed rock music with Christian contentP At first this 

movement was widely dismissed, but during the 1970s many churches, noting the 

success of a few innovators, began to incorporate this Christian version of rock and 

roll into their worship services.14 Over the past three decades, many churches have 

adopted rock and pop into their worship services, resulting in what is now known as 

"contemporary worship music." 

The term "contemporary" is somewhat of a misnomer; the word itself denotes 

events that occur during the current time period. Hence all worship services during 

a given time period are "contemporary." The label ''contemporary worship" does not 

refer to all Christian worship practices of the current period, nor does "contemporary 

worship music" refer to all worship used today. Rather, "contemporary" here refers 

specifically to non-traditional worship.15 This type of worship "tends to avoid 

historic liturgies and old-fashioned language in order to better communicate with 

modern people.16 The driving concept behind ''contemporary worship" is that the 

idioms-especially of language and music-used in traditional worship have become 

so alien in everyday life that it is difficult for an individual to mediate his or her 

experiences of worship and everyday life. This is even more difficult for a person 

lacking a Christian background. "Contemporary" services tend to omit more formal 

aspects of worship (e.g., formal attire, strict order of worship) in favor of a more 

casual environment, with the anticipation that such an environment will be more 

comfortable and accessible to Christians and non-Christians alike. 

The term "contemporary worship music" is commonly used to designate a 

specific type of worship music that incorporates popular music styles from the second 

half of the twentieth century into Christian worship. Although a church theoretically 

13 Han, Old-Time Religion, 192-193. 

14 These "innovators" included Cavalry Chapel and Vineyard Christian Fellowship in 
California. 

15 The "tradition" here is the American Protestant worship tradition, usually consisting of a 
formal order of worship, formal attire, and music with roots in the traditions of Western art 
music and seventeenth and eighteenth-century hymnody. 

16 John M. Frame, Contemporary Worship Music: A Biblical Defonse (Phillipsburg, N.J.: P&R, 
1997), 8. 
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might use a non-traditional worship style with more traditional music, or a traditional 

worship style with pop music, "contemporary worship" usually adopts "contemporary 

worship music." The primary goal of "contemporary worship" is accessibility and 

pop music is seen as more accessible than traditional hymns and anthems, especially 

to post-war generations. "Contemporary" worship and music focus on reaching out 

to "lost" people who are either non-Christians or Christians who feel alienated by 

the church. This style of worship draws on the Evangelical revival traditions of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries (greatly popularized by televangelism in the late 

twentieth century) and brings them into weekly worship services. "Contemporary 

worship" tends to focus on the emotional delight of the worship experience, a "greater 

emphasis on joyful celebration, less on mourning over sin." 17 This emphasis on only 

the positive, only the joyful, it might be argued, is an incomplete presentation of 

humanity's relationship with God as presented in the Bible. 

The use of pop and rock styles in worship is often justified by their evangelistic 

success and historical precedent. The use of pop music is especially successful in 

attracting younger generations. "Because they enjoy performing the new popular 

music, young people are attracted to the church and may thus be evangelized and 

discipled." 18 James Emery White of the Southern Baptist Convention notes that "one 

of the most clearly observed marks of many fast-growing churches is their shift away 

from traditional hymnody toward contemporary music." 19 Music has become an 

increasingly "enormous identifier" for American churches because music has become 

increasingly pervasive in American society.20 According to Allan Bloom, "nothing is 

more singular about this generation than its addiction to music."21 A study conducted 

by the American Medical Association in 1989 reported that the "average teen listens 

17 Frame, Contemporary WOrship Music, 47. 

18 Donald P. Hustad, jubilate!, 17. 

19 James Emery White, Opening the Front Door: WOrship and Church Growth (Nashville: 
Convention Press, 1992), 83 quoted in Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 2. 

20 Tim Sharp, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., 12 July 2004. 

21 Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987), 
68, quoted in Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 151. The "generation" to which 
Bloom is referring is "Generation X," those born between the late 1960s and the early 1980s. 
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to 10,500 hours of rock music" between the seventh and twelfth grades, which is 

more than twice the time he or she will spend at school. 22 Although the adoption of 

pop and rock music is seen by some as a blatant compromise with the secular world, 

its evangelistic success-attributed to the near omnipresence of musical influence in 

contemporary culture-continues to promote its use. 

In addition to its success in attracting and converting new believers, defenders of 

''contemporary worship music" also cite the Evangelical tradition of adopting secular 

musical styles for sacred use. The use of modern pop styles is justified as simply 

another example of Evangelicals "using the cultural vernacular to restate the claims of 

an ancient faith in a modern tongue."23 Steve Miller, in The Contemporary Christian 

Music Debate: "Worldly Compromise or Agent of Renewal?, proposes a historical cycle 

of church music that includes three stages: separation, integration, and conflict.24 

The first stage involves the church's separation from popular musical styles and 

the increased use of traditional styles particular to the Christian church (often also 

particular to a specific denomination or even a specific locality). During the integration 

stage, the church begins to adopt and adapt secular styles for worship. Immediately 

following such secular integration is a stage of conflict, wherein "innovations are 

bitterly denounced as compromise with the world."25 Over time, these innovations 

themselves become standard and traditional. Simultaneously, the popular music of 

the era continues to change so that there exists "once again a dichotomy between the 

traditional and the popular,"26 marking a return to the first stage. Miller asserts that 

the current trend of adopting rock and pop idioms is yet another manifestation of 

the conflict stage of this cycle. 

Even before the widespread use of rock and roll in worship, many were concerned 

22 Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 152. 

23 Han, Old-Time Religion, 175. 

24 Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 142-3. 

25 Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 143. 

26 Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 143. During various periods, intervals of 
"thirds and sixths were considered sensual, and thus banned." During the first half of the 
twentieth century, many churches removed solo pieces as "too personal, something that 
glorified the singer." 
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about the use of secular pop music in the church. Harold B. Hannum, in Music in 

Wilrship, maintains that "sacred music will not be associated primarily with worldly 

pleasures."27 Secular music, according to Hannum, is to be carefully scrutinized before 

incorporated into worship, for many styles may be "legitimate and acceptable in 

artistic secular music," but "questionable in religious music."28 In Twentieth Century 

Church Music, Erik Roudey dedicates a chapter to "Evangelistic Pop," in which he 

warns against the excessive use of pop music in worship. Roudey's main charge is 

that the purpose of pop music is contrary to the purpose of church music. Pop music 

is expendable-"has a short life and then vanishes"-while sacred music should be 

enduring.2
'J Pop music is "designed to make an immediate impact and go its way," 

while church music should make a lasting impression.30 Roudey does not suggest that 

the church avoid pop music altogether; he attests to its evangelistic potential, since it 

is "natural, accessible, and gives expression to the feelings of ordinary people."31 He 

suggests instead that pop music will be acceptable for use in the church if and when it 

is subjected to stricter standards than the secular world imposes, when it is "subjected 

to a discipline which will free it from its bondage to vile values."32 

Many contemporary critics of pop music in worship focus on the more 

specific concerns of modern pop music, especially rock and roll. Many critics of 

"contemporary worship music" allege that the use of pop music brings corrupting 

commercial interests into worship. According to this view, using popular styles 

brings churches into competition with secular entertainment. Consequently, some 

churches behave increasingly like their secular counterparts, "viewing congregations 

the same way businesses regard consumers of their products" and using tactics such 

27 Harold B. Hannum, Music and Worship (Nashville, Tenn.: Southern Publishing Association, 
1969), 37. 

28 Hannum, Music and Worship, 39. 

29 Erik Roudey, Twentieth Century Church Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 
201. 

30 Roudey, Twentieth Century Church Music, 201. 

31 Roudey, Twentieth Century Church Music, 205. 

32 Roudey, Twentieth Century Church Music, 206. 
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as demographic studies to "target a potential audience."33 The result is that churches 

may "cater to the wants of people rather than to their true spiritual needs."34 The 

commercial interest of the Contemporary Christian music recording and publishing 

industry is often criticized as well.35 The songs and arrangements used in non

traditional worship services are most often drawn from the catalogue of the Christian 

recording industry. The publishers of these works stand to make great profit from 

the increased use of "contemporary worship music." In fairness to the publishers of 

this music, the commercial publishing and distribution of church music has been 

prevalent for the past two centuries. Gospel Hymns and Sacred Songs ( 1875), which 

included much of the music popularized by the Moody-Sankey revivals, was exceeded 

in sales only by the English Bible.36 

Many are concerned by the wider cultural implications of rock and roll, as 

expressed by Kenneth Myers. In his book, All God's Children and Blue Suede Shoes: 

Christians and Popular Culture, Myers defines rock and roll as "without question the 

dominant idiom in modern popular culture."37 Following the dictum of Marshall 

McLuhan that "medium is the message," Myers claims that, despite Christian 

lyrical content, rock and roll (as the "dominant idiom") carries with it the ideals 

of popular culture, which are at odds with many ideals of Christianity.38 Myers 

takes popular cultures threat to Christianity so seriously that he maintains that "the 

challenge of living with popular culture may well be as serious for modern Christians 

33 Frame, Contemporary Worship Music, 47; William D. Romanowski, "Evangelicals and 
Popular Music: The Contemporary Christian Music Industry," Religion and Popular Culture 
in America, eds. Bruce David Forbes and Jeffrey H. Mahan (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2000), 107. 

34 Frame, Contemporary Worship Music, 47. 

35 The label "Contemporary Christian Music" (CCM) refers to the segment of the music 
industry that specializes in Christian pop music and is primarily a vehicle for artists recording, 
publishing, and performing. Although they share many of same characteristics, CCM is 
distinct from "contemporary worship music" (CWM), which is concerned only with the music 
used in worship services. 

36 Miller, Contemporary Christian Music Debate, 37. 

37 Kenneth Myers, All God's Children and Blue Suede Shoes: Christians in Popular Culture 
(Westchester, Ill: Crossway Books, 1989), 135. 

39 Myers, All God's Children, xiv. 
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as persecutions and plagues were for the saints of earlier centuries."39 

Myers' primary grievances against popular culture are its obsession with immediacy 

and instant gratification, as well as its excessive individualism. With technological 

advancement providing "near instantaneous access to information" through fax 

machines, cellular telephones, and the internet, popular culture focuses on speed and 

ease as a major virtues.4° Christianity values neither of these; while popular culture 

"specializes in instant gratification," Christianity focuses upon an eternal reward after 

death, the antithesis of instant gratification. Popular culture is also individualistic 

to the point of narcissism: "Popular culture's moral guidance ... contains the tacit 

message that you can choose, you are the master of your fate, you are the final arbiter 

in setting your standards."41 In contrast, Christian teaching is that God-not the 

individual-sets ultimate standards. According to Myers, the popular culture that 

emerged during the second half of the twentieth century is nearly the perfect opposite 

of traditional or high culture. Popular culture "discourages reflection ... , encourages 

impatience ... , celebrates fame" instead of ability, focuses on the new instead of the 

eternal, and "tends toward relativism" as opposed toward traditional cultures ten~ency 

"toward submission to standards."42 If Myers' judgments about popular culture and 

rock and roll are sound, then the use of rock and roll in worship is questionable. 

Proponents of "contemporary worship music" feel that rock may transcend its 

negative cultural associations when used in worship and be "transformed to a new 

level of meaning."43 The new (and still controversial) field of theomusicology asserts 

that all music has theological significance; based on this presumption, no style of 

music would be inappropriate for worship.44 Rock specifically has been described by 

theomusicologist Bernd Schwarze as "full of yearning, not only for worldly pleasures 

but also for the divine."45 

40 Myers, All God's Children, 67. 

41 Myers, All God's Children, 69. 

42 Myers, All God's Children, 120. 

43 Ricky Manalo, '1\re We Entertaining an Audience or Engaging an Assembly?" Pastoral Music 
22/4 (April-May 1998), 21. 

44 See Clyde J. Steckel, "How Can Music Have Theological Significance?" 3-12. 

45 Bernd Schwarze, "Religion, Rock, and Research," Theomusicology, 91. 
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Even if rock and pop may transcend the negative cultural associations described 

by Myers, the "goal and function of this genre, for the most part, centers around 

entertainment."46 The informal structure of non-traditional worship, too, is 

reminiscent of entertainment settings: 

we are used to sitting in chairs, watching and hearing people do and 

say clever, witty, pleasant, incredible, fun, interesting things . . . The 

situation [of informal worship] is so much like that of entertainment 

that we are tempted to equate the two, thus bringing into worship the 

attitudes of entertainment.47 

The danger of worship becoming mere entertainment is a concern for aJl churches, 

but it is much more likely in churches that use pop music. When congregations enter 

a service in which the music they hear is similar-or even identical-to the music 

they listen to in their homes or cars, they may enjoy the music without realizing a 

full spiritual experience. Worse yet, they may mistake the aesthetic experience for the 

spiritual one. 

Aspects of worship that may be entertaining cannot be wholly avoided, for 

there are "criteria for good entertainment that are also criteria for God-honoring 

worship."48 Sermons should be clear, thoughtful, and engaging; music should be 

well-prepared and well-performed. Churches may take measures to prevent worship 

from degenerating into entertainment. Encouraging congregational participation 

prevents a division from developing between musicians and the congregation, as does 

communicating the "purpose and meaning of the song ... so that the experience is 

more inclined to be prayer than liturgical recreation."49 There are also architectural 

considerations, such as whether the sanctuary appears as a "stage separated from the 

audience" or as the "center of the ceremony performed by the whole assembly." 5° 

46 Manalo, "Entertaining or Engaging?" 21. 

47 Frame, Contemporary Worship Music, 59. 

48 Frame, Contemporary Worship Music, 60. 

49 Robert J. Batastini, "Keeping an Eye on the Line Between Entertainment and Prayer," 
Pastoral Music 2414 (April-May 2000), 43. 

50 Manalo, "Entertaining or Engaging?" 23. 
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This evaluation of the current debates regarding church music is oversimplified 

into two categories, "traditional" and ''contemporary." Current trends in church 

music are better understood as a spectrum with these two designations at opposite 

poles. Most churches lie somewhere in between these two extremes, finding both 

the traditions of the past and innovations toward the future vital for worship. Most 

churches with "contemporary" services attempt to root themselves in some traditions. 

Likewise, more "traditional" churches attempt to be innovative in their ministry. By 

examining the worship and musical styles of seven churches in Memphis, we can see 

how these different approaches manifest themselves in actual situations. 

Bellevue Baptist Church 

Any examination of religion in Memphis requires discussion of Bellevue Baptist 

Church. Bellevue, among the largest churches in America with over 28,000 members 

on a 376-acre campus, is one of the most prominent Southern Baptist churches in the 

country. Until recently, the church was led by senior minister Dr. Adrian Rogers, who 

served as President of the Southern Baptist Convention three times ( 1979, 1986, 1987) 

and has been dubbed "the greatest preacher in the denomination."51 The sanctuary at 

Bellevue (which seats 7,000) is constructed more like an auditorium than a traditional 

sanctuary?2 The congregation is seated in theater-style, cushioned seats and faces a very 

large stage. On either side of the stage are large video screens that display the musicians 

and pastors onstage. Words to congregational songs are also displayed on the screens. 

The worship service at Bellevue is characterized by James Whitmire, minister of 

music at Bellevue, as "blended" worship, incorporating aspects of both "traditional" 

and "contemporary" worship? The church uses a combination of traditional hymns 

and newer "praise choruses."54 The first half of the Sunday morning service at 

51 Barry Hankins, Uneasy in Babylon: Southern Baptist Conservatives and American Culture 
(Tuscaloosa, Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 2002), 67; Ellen M. Rosenberg, The Southern 
Baptists: A Subculture in Transition (Knoxville, renn.: University ofrennessee Press, 1989), 184. 

52 Hankins, Uneasy in Babylon, 67. 

53 James Whitmire, interview by author, Memphis, renn., July 28, 2004. 

54 Whitmire estimates that Bellevue uses "about sixty percent choruses and forty percent 
hymns." 
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Bellevue is filled with musiC. The service opens with a Call to Worship, usually 

performed by choir with a small orchestra that includes a grand piano, organ, harp, 

drums, and small horn and string sections. Following the Call to Worship are four 

to five congregational hymns and choruses that segue into one another. After the 

congregational singing is another vocal performance piece, usually by a soloist or 

small ensemble. After announcements are made, another vocal piece is performed. 

The sermon follows this piece, and then another congregational hymn is sung as an 

Invitation, during which people are encouraged to become Christians, rededicate their 

lives to God, or become members of Bellevue. This is followed by an instrumental 

offertory piece, the benediction, and an instrumental postlude. The congregation 

applauds after the non-congregational pieces. Bellevue identifies itself with past 

traditions through a conservative theology and the continued use of traditional 

hymns. But the church also breaks with many traditions. Although the sermons 

usually quote the Bible, there is the noteworthy absence of formal scriptural reading. 

They also incorporate "praise choruses" that are common in many "contemporary" 

services. Whitmire readily endorses these pieces: "Although there are some choruses 

that I think are disposable . .. there are many new choruses that I think will last for 

decades at least."55 

Whitmire has been minister of music at Bellevue for over thirty years, so his 

selections are rarely questioned by other ministers. He has virtually unchecked 

authority over the music at Bellevue. Whitmires main criteria for musical selection 

are, in order, "fitting with the theme of the day" and selecting quality music. "Even 

if the [textual] message of a piece may fit, I won't do it if its not good musically," 

he says?6 Another consideration is the degree to which he wants to challenge his 

performers. "Sometimes you want a piece to really challenge your choir," he says, 

"but sometimes you want a piece that is easy."57 

Especially because of its large auditorium setting, Bellevues worship is susceptible 

to the risk of serving merely as entertainment. The churchs main method of 

55 Whitmire, interview by author. 

56 Whitmire, interview by author. 

57 Whitmire, interview by author. 
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combating this danger is through extensive musical training in the church. Bellevue 

has a performing arts center that has several hundred students, of all ages, involved 

in musical education. Not all of these students will actually perform in the choir 

or orchestra in Bellevue's worship services, but Dr. Whitmire believes this level of 

education leads to a greater degree of participation: "most of our congregation is out 

there singing their hearts out because they know how" through education within 

the church?8 Whitmire feels that this high level of participation is a vital part of 

Bellevue$ church identity: "its great to be known as a 'singing church' because that 

tells the world that there is joy here."59 

First Baptist Church 

The worship service at First Baptist Church is more formal and traditional than 

that of Bellevue. Rev. Ray Hatton, minister of music at First Baptist, says that the 

churchs worship style is partly determined by the architecture of its sanctuary. The 

sanctuary of First Baptist Church features wooden pews, stained glass, and a large 

pipe organ. Such a setting promotes a more traditional, formal worship service; an 

attempt at a ''contemporary" service would clash with the environment. "It would 

be difficult," Hatton says, "to set it up with [video] screens, and with that kind of 

pipe organ, it would be unusual to have a real 'contemporary praise and worship' 

style service."60 Unlike many Baptist churches that celebrate only a few dates on 

the Christian liturgical calendar, First Baptist follows the Christian liturgical year 

more closely. Hatton and senior minister Rev. Kenneth Corr both work from the 

ecumenical Christian lectionary. This common source allows them to coordinate 

their efforts and provide a worship service that is thematically cohesive. 

The worship opens with an instrumental Prelude, usually by the organist. 

The Prelude is usually a piece from the eighteenth or nineteenth century, but 

occasionally a twentieth-century piece is used (such as Paul Manzs arrangement of 

58 Whitmire, interview by author. 

59 Whitmire, interview by author. 

60 Ray Hatton, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., July 13, 2004. 
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"God of Grace").61 Following the Prelude, the choir performs an Introit. Then a 

congregational hymn is sung. This structure-from instrumental performance, to 

vocal performance, to congregational hymn-gradually leads up to congregational 

participation. After an Invocation and Invitation to Worship by the senior minister, 

the children of the church are invited to the front for Moments with the Children. 

While the children proceed to the front, the first two stanzas of a hymn are 

sung. The Moments with the Children section of worship provides a break in the 

formality of the service, during which a minister gives a short lesson that is usually 

light, colloquial, and humorous. Following the children$ segment is the Scriptural 

reading for the day. After another congregational hymn is sung, there is often a 

litany. A pastoral prayer then precedes the offertory anthem, usually an instrumental 

composition. After the offering, the congregation sings the Doxology, which is 

followed by a "Prayer of Preparation" recited by the congregation before the sermon.62 

Following the sermon is a musical selection, usually a choral anthem from the 

twentieth century. Another congregational hymn is then sung during the Invitation 

(which has the same function as at Bellevue), and this is followed by the benediction. 

The service closes with two musical selections: a choral response and an instrumental 

Postlude. This closing format-congregational hymn, choral response, instrumental 

piece-mirrors the opening format and provides symmetry to the service. 

Rather than having lengthy sections of several pieces of music (like Bellevue), the 

music at First Baptist is dispersed throughout the service. The musical selections vary 

widely in source: American and European music is used, and pieces are drawn from 

the entire Protestant musical tradition. The music also varies widely in complexity. 

During the service on July 18, 2004, for instance, the offertory anthem was the 

choral piece, "I Will Praise Thee, Alleluia," by Tchaikovsky. The piece is marked by 

a complex progression of imitative polyphony. Later in the service, the congregation 
61 First Baptist Church (Memphis) bulletin, 27 June 2004. 

62 This prayer is actually the "Collect for Purity" from The Book of Common Prayer (New 
York: Seabury, 1979), used in Episcopal and Anglican worship, but the prayer is applied here 
in a very different context. For Episcopal and Anglican worship, this prayer is located near 
the beginning of the service, but it is used immediately prior to the sermon at First Baptist. 
This could be seen as a misappropriation of the prayer, but the full implications of its use (or 
misuse) will not be explored in this paper. 
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sang the hymn "Take My Life, Lead Me, Lord," a twentieth-century gospel song of 

notable simplicity. The hymns first verse-"Take my life, lead me, Lord/ Make my 

life useful to thee"-is repeated, with the first line slightly altered for the next two 

verses: "Take my life, teach me, Lord" and "Hear am I, send me, Lord." 

The risk of the music serving as entertainment does not exist only for 

"contemporary" services; traditional services must also guard against mere 

entertainment. "I try to do more things that will involve the congregation," Hatton 

says, "because I think too often they do sit back and just watch a show and then go to 

Sunday lunch and criticize whether the show was good or not."63 One way Hatton 

attempts to involve the congregation is by communicating the significance of hymn 

selections. In the service on July 18, 2004, for example, Hatton provided "The Story 

of a Hymn" for "God Will Take Care of You," informing the congregation that the 

hymn was celebrating its one-hundredth anniversary and explaining how the hymn 

tied into the scriptural message of the day.64 Also, First Baptist's congregation does 

not applaud after musical performances. According to Hatton, "it has such a worldly 

connotation of applause after a performance and to me what we're doing is much 

deeper than a performance."65 

Although their service is rooted in the traditions of the past, First Baptist is 

careful not to become completely ensconced in the past. In addition to using many 

twentieth-century hymns and anthems, Hatton himself writes the litanies. During 

the spring and summer of 2004, two lines have been sung at the end of each litany; 

these two lines are also composed by Hatton. Eventually, these two-line stanzas will 

be combined and performed as a complete hymn.66 Hatton and Corr also collaborate 

on a number of original hymns (music by Hatton, words by Corr). These hymns are 

com posed and used for special Christian dates; on Easter Sunday, for instance, the 

congregation sang the Hatton-Corr hymn, "Easter Faith."67 

63 Hatton, interview by author. 

64 First Baptist Church (Memphis) bulletin, July 18, 2004. 

65 Hatton, interview by author. 

6 6 Hatton, interview by author. 

67 First Baptist Church (Memphis) bulletin, 11 April 2004. 
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Hope Presbyterian Church 

The services at Hope Presbyterian Church epitomize "contemporary worship" in 

the twenty-first century. The setting bears little resemblance to that of the traditional 

services discussed. The congregation sits in cushioned chairs rather than pews. The 

worship space itself has an unconventional layout. The stage is positioned in the 

center of the room, with one-half of the congregation on each side. At all times, half 

of the performers in the praise band (described more fully below) have their backs to 

half of the congregation; periodically, the musicians change sides. Each individual in 

the congregation can always see a band members face, though, thanks to the use of 

cameras projected onto video screens. Even when a musicians back is to one-half of 

the congregation, the congregation can still see the image of a musicians face on the 

video screens. Words to songs are also projected onto these screens (and printed in 

the bulletin) in lieu of hymnals. 

The worship services at Hope utilize a great deal of technology in addition to the 

cameras and video screens mentioned. On one side of the two-sided sanctuary is a 

"control room" that coordinates all of the media elements. Six technicians manipulate 

a myriad of media devices: ten camera monitors, three computers, and a large sound 

board. They also control the elaborate theater track lighting system. These media 

elements make worship at Hope as elaborate a production as any theatre or concert 

event. Hope also has its own state-of-the-art recording studio (completed in April 

2004) used for recording worship music and Christian pop music. These recordings 

are released on Hope's record label, "On the Groove," which allows Hopes "impact 

to stretch beyond the walls of Hope."68 

The praise band is large, including acoustic guitar, electric guitar, electric bass, 

drum kit, grand piano, violin, two singers with microphones, and a twelve-member 

chorus. The band also includes several musicians who play multiple instruments: 

a keyboard player who alternates among an electric organ and two other electric 

keyboards, a woodwind player who alternates between saxophone and flute, and an 

additional percussionist surrounded by a plethora of instruments including a cowbell, 

68 "Welcome to Hope Church - Worship Academy," <hnp:/ /www.hopepres.com/ default2. 
aspx?pid=39> Quly 29, 2004). 
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bongos, tambourines, and chimes. The band is led by Bruce Carroll, who sings and 

plays acoustic guitar. In addition to coordinating services as music director at the 

church, Carroll is an established Christian recording artist, winner of two Grammys 

and seven Dove awards (the Christian music industry version of the Grammys). 

The worship service features a great deal of music; each service opens with a 

song. After a minister declares an official welcome, the band performs two to four 

songs that segue into one another. There is a great deal of applause (even occasional 

cheering) after these songs. This is followed by a pastoral prayer, which is followed 

by the offertory. The sermon follows, with an outline provided in the bulletin. There 

is not always a scriptural reading separate from the sermon at Hope, but scripture 

is referred to within the sermon, and several scriptural passages are presented in the 

sermon outline. A closing song and benediction follow the sermon. 

Usually music comprises about half of the Sunday morning service at Hope. 

In the bulletin, however, the word "music" appears only once, under the heading 

"Offering/Special Music."69 The other musical sections of the service are simply 

titled "Worship." This is theologically problematic, implying that other parts of the 

service are not worship. In the bulletin, the second section of "Worship" is followed 

by "Prayer," which seems to prioritize music over prayer as "worship."70 

The band performs popular praise music, which utilizes the idioms of secular 

pop and rock and roll with Christian textual content. The instrumentation itself

especially electric guitar, bass, and drums immediately suggests rock and roll. In 

addition, the songs employ typical pop song forms. Each song consists of a verse

chorus form with the occasional use of a bridge. These songs often include extended 

instrumental breaks between verses. The first song on July 4, 2004, "Come, Now is 

the Time to Worship," featured an eight-measure electric guitar solo after the second 

verse and chorus. Typically, the songs build dynamically; most of the songs feature a 

gradual crescendo that builds to a climax toward the end of the song. As these songs 

build to this climax, the singers improvise upon the melody in a style similar to that 

of many popular rhythm and blues and gospel singers. 
69 Hope Presbyterian Church bulletin, July 4, 2004. 

70 Hope Presbyterian Church bulletin, July 4, 2004. 
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The focus is almost exclusively on new music at Hope Presbyterian; during 

the service on July 4, 2004, for example, the oldest song performed was published 

in 1994?1 The songs resemble pop songs not only stylistically but also textually. 

The song "Draw Me Close," performed in the July 4, 2004, service, bears a striking 

resemblance to pop love songs: 

Draw me close to You, never let me go 

I lay it all down again 

To hear You say that I'm your friend 

You are my desire, no one else will do 

'Cause nothing else could take Your embrace 

Help me find the way, Lord 

Bring me back to You 

You're all I want 

You're all I've ever needed 

You're all I want 

Help me know You are near.72 

There is only one explicit reference to God, and if the pronouns were not 

capitalized (which is evident only through the printed words) and "Lord" was 

removed from the sixth line, it would be impossible to distinguish "Draw Me Close" 

from any pop love song. Songs such as these "parallel popular music's theme of a 

fantasized relationship," with the object of romantic love replaced by God.73 By 

using this similar language, these songs risk removing the relationship with God 

from its biblical context, "claiming the relationship while ignoring the entire biblical 

message of conditions and consequences."74 

This focus on the new could impart undesirable theological implications. 

Although the continuing innovation in worship and music parallels the spiritual 

renewal which is a vital part of Evangelical belief, the exclusive focus on the new 

71 Hope Presbyterian Church bulletin, July 4, 2004. 

72 Hope Presbyterian Church bulletin, July 4, 2004. 

73 Frame, Contemporary Worship Music, 81. 

74 Frame, Contemporary Worship, 81. 
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ignores the historical traditions of Christianity. It is not impossible, in this worship 

format, for Hope Presbyterian to remain rooted in traditional Christian values. 

Many churches, however, retain their historical orientation through music by using 

(in varying degrees) traditional hymns and music that reflect the traditions of the 

church. If Hope chooses to use only music from the past ten years (as in the July 4 

service), it must find another vehicle for preserving an historical identity. 

Carroll says that "these types of songs work best for people that have not lived their 

whole lives in the corporate church setting."75 One of Hope Presbyterians primary 

objectives is to be accessible to this population, a "church for the 'unchurched.'" 76 

In reaching out to this population, Hope often "pushes the envelope with content, 

because there are some great songs out there in the world that really speak to the 

human condition."77 Using music that "speaks to the human condition" in general 

terms-as opposed to music that supports a religious doctrine- tends to deemphasize 

denominational distinctions. In its appeal to the "unchurched," Hope presents a 

more general Christian worldview rather than specifically Presbyterian ideals. Carroll 

himself supports this view: "God crosses denominational and theological lines; I 

don't worry about it [denominational identity] at all.''78 Carroll's decision-making 

also focuses more upon the sermon to be preached rather than on a scriptural text. "I 

like to know what the pastor is going to be preaching," Carroll says, and then select 

music that "complements the content of his sermon."79 

The music and worship at Hope Presbyterian represents the blurring of the 

line between entertainment and worship. The amount of technology makes the 

production of the service so sophisticated that it may separate those executing the 

production (i.e. musicians, technicians) from the greater congregation. Though 

this separation is normal for a theatre or concert production, it has historically been 

seen as undesirable in Protestantism. Hope also runs its own record label that, as 

75 Bruce Carroll, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., July 21, 2004. 

76 Carroll, interview by author. 

77 Carroll, interview by author. 

78 Carroll, interview by author. 

79 Carroll, interview by author. 
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such, is concerned primarily with selling a product. Bruce Carroll himself embodies 

the melding of entertainment and worship in that his background is not primarily 

in leading worship services but in being a Christian entertainer. Carroll, however, 

assures that his focus is not on entertainment: "my goal is not to entertain but to 

worship ... and to facilitate the best possibility for people to be able to worship." 80 

Second Presbyterian Church 

The service at Second Presbyterian Church is similar to the service at First Baptist, 

featuring a similar worship format that includes congregational recitations, litanies, 

and music drawing on the musical traditions of the church over the past five hundred 

years. Second Presbyterians Sunday morning worship features music common to 

"traditional" churches, such as the congregational singing of the Gloria Patri and 

the Doxology. John Hodges, music director at Second Presbyterian, notes that (like 

First Baptist) "theres a connection between the music we do and the architecture of 

the building."81 The traditional setting (wooden pews, stained glass, etc.) is more 

conducive to traditional hymns and music from the Western art music tradition. 

The order of worship at Second Presbyterian is fairly similar to that found at 

First Baptist and also lacks congregational applause. The service begins with an 

instrumental Prelude, followed by a Choral Introit and a congregational hymn. 

There is then a Psalter Lesson, which features a responsive reading of the Psalm of 

the day. After the Psalm the congregation sings the Gloria Patri, which is followed 

by a pastoral prayer. Another congregational hymn is sung before the offertory 

anthem, usually a piece from the Western art music tradition. Often these pieces 

are twentieth-century compositions. On July 25, 2004, for instance, the anthem 

was twentieth-century composer Ralph Vaughan Williams' "0 Taste and See."82 As 

at First Baptist, the Doxology is sung after the offertory. It is followed by a series 

of prayers, and then the Scriptural lesson and the sermon proceed. Following the 

sermon is a prayer, a congregational hymn, a choral piece, and another instrumental 

8° Carroll, interview by author. 

81 John Hodges, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., July 26, 2004. 

82 Second Presbyterian Church (Memphis) bulletin, July 25, 2004. 
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to close the service, as at First Baptist. 

John Hodges is resistant to the "traditional" label. "People tend to make 

generalizations like 'traditional' or 'contemporary,"' Hodges says, "and I've never been 

interested in either one of those as a title."83 Rather, Hodges asserts that what matters 

to him (and Second Presbyterian) is not whether a piece is old or new but whether 

it is "well-crafted music." 84 Hodges' view is largely influenced by his background in 

orchestral conducting. In addition to providing music that is somewhat accessible to 

the congregation, Hodges is also interested in "helping them [the congregation] learn 

more about the musical heritage of the church."85 

Christ United Methodist Church 

Christ United Methodist Church (CUMC) has taken a different approach 

with regard to the current worship music debate. Rather than choose a traditional, 

contemporary, or blended style of worship, CUMC has chosen all of them and more. 

Beginning on Saturday night and continuing through Sunday morning, the church has 

five worship services utilizing three widely varying musical styles. On Saturday evenings is 

the Saturday Night Alive! service, characterized as an "upbeat, high-energy contemporary 

service" featuring a praise band.86 The first service on Sunday morning is the Traditional 

Family Worship service that begins at 8:30, featuring traditional hymns and anthems.87 

At 9:45 is the Praise and Worship service featuring "popular praise music and multimedia 

elements."88 There are two services at 11:00 at CUMC, one of which is the Traditional 

Worship service with a full choir and organ. The other 11 :00 service is The Hour, which 

is a unique blended worship that attracts a younger audience. 

83 Hodges, interview by author. 

84 Hodges, interview by author. 

85 Hodges, interview by author. 

86 Christ United Methodist Church Bulletin. This quotation is included in all service 
bulletins. 

87 The Traditional Family Worship service will not be discussed in any length, as it utilizes the 
same style as the 11 :00 traditional service. The only marked difference between the Family 
Worship and Traditional Worship is the presence of a childrens sermon in the former. 

88 Christ United Methodist Church bulletin. 
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Dr. Tim Sharp, director of the chancel choir for the 11 :00 Traditional Worship 

service, characterizes CUMC's method as the "cafeteria approach": whatever style 

of worship a person might want can most likely be found at CUMC.89 Rather than 

alienate any particular group by choosing one type of service, the church attempts to 

appeal to all groups. Although musical style is a major defining factor for each service, 

it also appeals to what Rev. Wayne Sigler, minister of music at CUMC, calls "different 

affinities of worship."90 Some people prefer to worship very demonstratively, while 

others prefer a more internalized worship experience, and CUMC attempts to offer 

both of these options. Dr. Sharp suggests that the initial questions people usually ask 

themselves when attending a church for the first time are not primarily theological; 

instead, "the immediate question is 1\m I comfortable?'"91 CUMC, in its "cafeteria 

approach," hopes to provide a variety of environments such that anyone can find a 

worship service with which he or she is comfortable. 

The Saturday Night Alive! and Praise and Worship services both feature praise 

bands that perform "popular praise music." These services are similar in many ways 

to the model of a "contemporary worship" service (like that at Hope Presbyterian), 

complete with cameras that project onto video screens close-ups of both musicians 

and the words to the songs they more like a performance hall than a sanctuary, with 

the congregation seated in cushioned chairs rather than pews. The primary emphasis 

of these services-especially Saturday Night Alive!-is on the joy of the worship 

experience. Sharon Hutchison, worship leader for Saturday Night Alive!, opens each 

service with the exclamation, "It's Saturday night and Jesus is alive!" This exuberance 

is the primary mood evoked by the performers and their music during these services. 

During these services, the congregation applauds after musical selections, which is 

reminiscent of entertainment settings. This may also be interpreted, however, as an 

expression of the emphasis on joy. 

The order of worship for the Saturday Night Alive! and Praise and Worship 

services is similar, with the latter service featuring one or two additional musical 

89 Sharp, interview by author. 

90 Wayne Sigler, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., July 27, 2004. 

91 Sharp, interview by author. 
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selections per week. The Saturday Night Alive! band features a grand piano, electric 

keyboard, electric bass, drums, and four singers. The Praise and Worship band is 

expanded to include acoustic guitar, electric guitar, and seven singers (eight counting 

the pianist, who sings at this service). Both services open with several songs that segue 

into one another. After an official welcome, more congregational songs are sung. 

These songs are followed by a pastoral prayer, which is followed by the offertory, 

usually a vocal solo or duet. The scriptural reading and sermon ensue, followed by a 

final song and benediction. 

The music performed by these bands draws from the same pool of popular praise 

music as is used at Hope Presbyterian. The songs at these services, like the songs 

at Hope, utilize pop song forms. Each song features a verse-chorus form with the 

occasional use of a bridge. Each also features the instrumental breaks and dynamic 

changes heard at Hope. One song at the Praise and Worship service, "Only a God 

Like You," was characterized by a distinctively pop-song structure. The song begins 

with an unaccompanied, one-measure electric guitar riff; the rest of the band enters 

while the guitar continues to repeat the riff. After two verses with choruses, there 

is an eight-measure electric guitar solo which leads back into a final repetition of 

the chorus. Hope Presbyterians music generally featured gradual crescendos toward 

a musical climax at the end of the piece. The music at CUMC's "contemporary" 

services features more sudden, dynamic changes. Toward the end of the song, "Where 

do I go?," performed at Saturday Night Alive!, all the instruments except the drums 

drop out while the singers continue through the chorus, encouraging congregational 

hand claps. After the chorus, a drum fill leads back into full instrumentation; the full 

band then repeats the chorus a final time. 

The singers typically employ call-and-response techniques and improvisations 

reminiscent of popular rhythm and blues performers. The song "Breath," featured in 

the Praise and Worship service on July 11, 2004, contains the following refrain: '1\nd 

I, I'm desperate for you/And I, I'm lost without you." The first "I" in both lines is 

held for six beats, during which time one singer improvises around the melodic line. 

The effect was strikingly similar to Whitney Houston$ "I Will Always Love You." In 
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"Breath" and "Jesus, I Am So in Love with You" (also performed at Saturday Night 

Alive!), the texts parallel those of pop love songs. Although the object of love is divine 

in this case, the language is very similar: '1\nd I'll let my words be few/Jesus, I am so 

in love with you." 

The leaders of these two contemporary worship services seem well aware of the 

risk of entertainment in worship and the tension between tradition and innovation. 

In both services, the congregation applauds after musical performances, a gesture 

associated with entertainment. There are efforts made, however, to prevent these 

"contemporary" services from degenerating into pure entertainment. Sigler says 

that CUMC tries to instill the philosophy that "God is the only audience."92 Sigler 

also suggests that the "contemporary" services are better equipped to encourage 

congregational participation. In addition to the words on the video screens, the 

informal worship style allows the musicians to encourage the congregation: "because 

its casual, you can do things like exhort people to sing out ... or sing a part without 

the instrument ... to remind people that they are the ones worshipping."93 During 

the Saturday Night Alive! service, worship leader Sharon Hutchison led a prayer that 

blended into a song. While this emphasizes the "contemporary" services informal 

worship style in the blending and blurring of two traditionally distinct elements of 

worship, it also reminds the musicians and congregation that the music performed is 

intended to be a worshipful offering, not the entertainment of an audience. 

Although informal and contemporary in their worship style, these two services 

continue to associate themselves with past traditions. The song "But for Your Grace" 

(Saturday Night Alive!) quotes the words of the first verse of the traditional hymn 

'1\mazing Grace" to a different melody. The message here is clear: the style has 

changed, but the message is the same. In the Praise and Worship service on July 11, 

2004, the offertory solo was "It is Well with My Soul," a hymn composed by Horatio 

Spafford and Philip Bliss in the nineteenth century. These selections show that 

though the Praise and Worship performers and congregation prefer a more informal, 

non-traditional worship setting, they are not exclusively committed to music within 
92 Sigler, interview by author. 

93 Sigler, interview by author. 
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the 'contemporary worship music' genre. Although they have eliminated most 

formal elements from the worship service, the congregation stands for the reading 

of Scripture. These facets of the Saturday Night Alive! and Praise and Worship 

services attest to their ongoing commitment to the traditional values of Evangelical 

Christianity. 

At eleven o'clock, two services occur simultaneously: the Traditional Worship 

service and The Hour. The Traditional Worship service takes place in a more formal 

setting with more formal attire than the contemporary services. The service takes 

place in a sanctuary with wooden pews rather than the cushioned chairs of the 

"contemporary" services. The music includes "traditional stout hymns, anthems, 

classical music" with organ (and sometimes orchestra).94 The United Methodist 

Hymnal, which includes hymns from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, is the 

sole source for congregational singing. The service itself is more formally structured, 

focusing on "a more historic approach to liturgy."95 

The service begins with an instrumental call to worship, usually on organ. 

After the pastor greets the congregation, a hymn is sung, followed by recitation of 

the Apostles' Creed, and the singing of the Gloria Patri. The choir then performs 

a piece that functions as a Preparation for Prayer. During the service on June 27, 

2004, this preparation piece was a choral rendition of the nineteenth-century Sunday 

school song, "This Little Light O'Mine." This is followed by a pastoral prayer which 

concludes with a congregational recitation of the Lord's Prayer. There is then an 

offertory anthem, which on June 27 was ''I'll Praise My Maker" by twentieth-century 

com poser Lloyd Pautsch. The text of this anthem is a hymn by Isaac Watts with 

some eighteenth-century alterations by John Wesley. After the offering is collected, 

the congregation sings the Doxology. A Scripture passage is read to a standing 

congregation, which then sits for the sermon. A final hymn of Invitation and 

benediction follow the sermon. The choir doses each service with the final section of 

Mallottes "The Lords Prayer."96 

94 Sharp, interview by author. 

95 Sharp, interview by author. 

96 Christ United Methodist bulletin, Traditional Worship, 27 June 2004. 
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There are very few variations from this order from service to service. Although 

there may be a special event such as a baptism that interrupts the usu~ format, 

the general order of worship is preserved. This formality contrasts sta.tkly with 

"contemporary" services. Saturday Night Alive! and the Praise and Worshi]p services 

feature no congregational recitations or litanies. There is no strict separatiom between 

events within the service; songs segue into one another and even segue in to prayer. 

The respective bulletins for these services reflect this difference in formal ity. The 

Traditional Worship service bulletin provides a detailed sequence of events; for each 

worship service; each event described above is listed in the bulletin, includtrng a title 

for the event (i.e. "Congregational Prayer," "Pastoral Prayer," "Offertory A nthem," 

etc.)97 For those aspects of worship that do not involve congregational partJicipation, 

the member of the clergy who is leading worship is listed. The bulletin s for the 

"contemporary" service are much less detailed. Rather than detailing each successive 

event in the order of worship, general sections are labeled: ''A Time of Prai(e," ''A 

Time of Prayer," ''A Time of Response and Commitment."98 Congregational song 

tides are listed, but no composer is given. Similarly, no tide is given for the offertory 

pieces at these services. 

The other eleven o' dock service is The Hour, which incorporates elements of 

both "contemporary" and "traditional" services and introduces new elemen ts. The 

setting ofThe Hour-a small chapel with wooden pews, stained glass, and an altar

is more akin to the Traditional Worship service than to the "contemporary"' services. 

Like the "contemporary" services, though, The Hour uses words projected on a screen 

rather than hymnals. The service itself is rather informal. This is again reflected in 

the bulletin, which is even less detailed than those of the "contemporary" services. 

The order of worship in the service is divided into four large sections: "We Gather 

to Worship God," "We Listen to the Word of God," "We Respond to the Call of 

God," and "We Depart to Serve God."99 No song tides are provided in the bulletin. 

One of the most striking aspects of The Hour is the youth of the worship leaders and 

97 Christ United Methodist Church bulletin, Traditional Service, 27 June 2004. 

98 Christ United Methodist Church bulletin, Praise and Worship Service, 11 July 2004. 

99 Christ United Methodist Church bulletin, The Hour, 11 July 2004. 
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congregation. The "Worship Team" that leads all music includes no member over the 

age of twenty-five. The average age in the congregation is twenty-nine; the Praise 

and Worship and Traditional Worship services have an average age of forty-one and 

fifty, respectively.l00 

Musically, The Hour is characterized by a style that that is not particularly 

analogous to any other service at CUMC. The Hour's "Worship Team" ensemble 

consists of three acoustic guitars, a grand piano, bongos, and an added singer (two 

of the guitarists also sing) and performs a variety of Christian folk music. Many of 

the songs come from the same catalogue of popular praise music employed by the 

contemporary services. The tempos are slower, and the Worship Team's performance 

lacks the precision and "tightness" of the praise bands. The music ofThe Hour tends 

to be slightly simpler and more repetitive than that at the other services. The service 

on July 11, 2004, included the chorus "Praise the Name of Jesus" by Roy Hicks, Jr., 

which repeats these lines: "Praise the name of Jesus/ Praise the name of Jesus/ He's 

my rock, he's my fortress/ He's my deliverer, in Him I will trust/ Praise the name of 

Jesus." There seems to be a greater level of congregational participation at The Hour, 

and this may be attributed to this slower, "loose" performance style, the lower volume 

of the acoustic instruments, and the simpler songs. 

This service also clings to a traditional identity, as well. In addition to using 

"popular praise music," The Hour also employs traditional hymns. The July 11 

service featured the song "Christ the Solid Rock," which is an altered version of the 

nineteenth-century Edward Mote hymn "My Hope is Built on Nothing Less," which 

was also used in Second Presbyterians service on July 25, 2004. The Hour service on 

July 11 closed with the Doxology, common to more traditional services. The Hour 

is also the only Sunday morning service at CUMC in which The Lords Supper is 

celebrated every Sunday. In this aspect, The Hour is more tied to liturgical Christian 

worship than even the Traditional Worship service. 

The senior minister at CUMC, Dr. Bill Bouknight, holds a meeting each 

Monday with all the music directors and production staff so that they can discuss 

100 Cheryl Sarfas (membership staff at CUMC), interview by author, written notes, Memphis, 
Tenn., July 13, 2004. 
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the events of the past Sunday. At these meetings, they discuss what went well and 

what they could improve on, so "theres a constant revision" in how they approach 

the service.101 Bouknight also plans his sermons six months in advance so the music 

directors can plan their selections far in advance with his sermon topics and scriptural 

passages in mind. 

While appealing to a wide range of individuals, there are some inherent risks in 

CUMCs "cafeteria approach." By providing widely varying styles of worship, the 

church guarantees a degree of fragmentation within its population. Dr. Sharp says, 

"If anyone is under the illusion that this church is one church, they're missing it ... 

I think we are six or seven different cells on a common campus." 102 Dr. Bouknight 

preaches the same sermon at four services each Sunday morning, which Dr. Sharp 

suggests may be an attempt to combat fragmentation by providing a common 

message that permeates many services. Also, as Sigler points out, the fact that each 

congregation's offering goes toward common mission projects provides a sense of 

unity across worship services.103 

St. Peter's Anglican Church 

St. Peters Anglican Church represents the "traditional" style of worship that 

falls on the opposite end of the spectrum from a worship service such as Hope 

Presbyterians.104 The service takes place in a small chapel belonging to Audubon 

Park Baptist Church, a more intimate setting than that of most of the services 

discussed. The service is strictly liturgical, following The Book of Common Prayer 

101 Sharp, interview by author. 

102 Sharp, interview by author. 

103 Sigler, interview by author. 

104 The inclusion of St. Peter's may seem out of place, since it is significantly smaller than the 
other churches, but it is relevant in a number of ways. First, though they have occupied a 
smaller share of the population, Anglicans and Episcopalians have contributed largely to the 
identity of Southern Protestantism. Also, the church embraces a strict liturgical service that is 
needed to understand the "blended" worship of Bellevue Baptist and Faith Anglican. Thirdly, 
St. Peters church history reveals a particular devotion to the ideals of Evangelicalism. The 
church was formed by members of various Episcopal churches who felt the need for a more 
orthodox worship based upon the two principal tenets of Evangelicalism (the centrality of the 
Bible and an individual, personal relationship with God through Christ). 
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and featuring more formal recitations and litanies. The congregation sings hymns, 

and the choir sings anthems from the entirety of music history, "even a couple of 

chant pieces," says music director Dr. Tim Watkins.105 The singing is accompanied 

by organ and at least one of two flutists each Sunday. These flutists also often play 

for preludes, offertories, and other instrumental selections. The service opens with 

a hymn, which is followed by a brief exchange between the priest and congregation. 

The priest then recites the Collect for Purity, and the congregation sings the Gloria. 

After another brief exchange between the priest and congregation, the priest recites 

the Collect of the Day. There is then a scriptural reading from each of the four major 

sections of scripture: Hebrew scripture, Psalm, Gospel, and Epistle. The sermon is 

based on these scripture readings (particularly the Gospel), and concludes with a 

congregational recitation of the Nicene Creed. There is then a litany, followed by 

Confession of Sin. After the priest gives Assurance of Absolution, the members of the 

congregation greet one another by "passing the peace." After announcements, there 

is an offertory, followed by the singing of the Doxology. 

The first half of the service, described above, focuses on scripture, while the 

second half focuses on the Eucharist. This section consists of an extended prayer that 

begins with a short exchange between priest and congregation and is followed by a 

longer recitation by the priest alone. The Sanctus is sung, followed by a short litany. 

There is then The Breaking of the Bread, followed by a Fraction Anthem. After the 

priest invites the congregation, it receives the sacrament. Hymns are played during 

Communion, which is followed by a Prayer of Thanksgiving. The service concludes 

with the priests blessing, a final hymn, and the dismissal of the congregation. 

This service is more formal than either of the other "traditional" services, following 

The Book of Common Prayer closely. St. Peter's also strictly follows the liturgical 

calendar for each service. Popular idioms are not usually employed because they are 

not "historically grounded," and St. Peters desires music that "reflects a concern with 

orthodox Christian doctrine." 106 Dr. Watkins notes, though, that it is important "to 

105 Tim Watkins, interview by author, Memphis, Tenn., July 28, 2004. 

106 Watkins, interview by author. 
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look for good pieces from the present day." 107 Pieces are not automatically excluded 

because of their style or newness. For instance, St. Peter's choir has performed an 

arrangement of the Mrican-American spiritual "Keep Your Lamps Trimmed and 

Burning" by the contemporary composer Andre Thomas. What is important to 

Watkins (and St. Peters) is that a piece of music be liturgically appropriate, musically 

and textually well-crafted, and performable by the choir. 

Faith Anglican Church 

In the five churches discussed above, "contemporary" music has accompanied 

"contemporary" worship. Rock and pop styles have been used in more informal 

services. Traditional hymns and anthems have been used in more formal, liturgical 

services. The major exception to this pattern is Faith Anglican, which combines a 

liturgical order of worship with "contemporary" music. 

Like St. Peters Anglican, Faith follows The Book of Common Prayer for its 

order of worship. Faith's service is structured identically to St. Peters, with many 

formal exchanges between priest and congregation and Communion celebrated each 

Sunday. In the sections where St. Peter's used hymns, though, Faith sings modern 

praise choruses, accompanied by an ensemble of acoustic guitars, electric bass, piano, 

and violin. 

The formal structure of Faith Anglican's service is entirely different from those 

of Hope Presbyterian or the contemporary services at CUMC, but the service uses 

much of the same music. The service on August 1, 2004, at Faith opened with 

"Come, Now is the Time to Worship," the same song that opened Hope's service 

on July 4, 2004. The first song during Communion was "As the Deer," which was 

also sung at CUMCs Sunday morning contemporary service. There are usually two 

hymns sung as well during the Faith service, but these too are accompanied by the 

more "contemporary" ensemble. 

Most churches have dealt with the tension between tradition and innovation 

while still seeking cohesion in their service. Faith addresses this tension by allowing 

107 Watkins, interview by author. 
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the formality of the liturgy to relate to the past and the ''contemporary" music to 

relate to the present. Other churches, such as Bellevue, have blended the past and 

present in both music and overall worship. While this juxtaposition of old-style 

worship with new music may be jarring to some, it also conveys the message that this 

new music is coterminous with traditional Christian values. 

Conclusion 

In general, history and theology place Evangelicals in a unique position to choose 

from a wide variety of musical styles. More specifically, architecture and church 

ideology also influence stylistic decisions. The more modern settings of Bellevue 

Baptist and Hope Presbyterian reflect their musical styles, as do the traditional 

settings of First Baptist and Second Presbyterian. The individual music directors at 

each church also play a large role in shaping the musical identity of their respective 

churches. The backgrounds of these men greatly inform their philosophies and 

decision-making (see Figure 1 ). Those with graduate degrees in church music tend 

to be more focused on drawing from the traditions of church music. Because of 

his background in orchestral conducting, John Hodges focuses heavily on musical 

craftsmanship. Bruce Carroll lacks that level of education and consequently is less 

retrospective in his musical selections. Wayne Sigler has a very wide variety of musical 

experience, and the variety of music at CUMC reflects his background, as well. 

Music has always been of tremendous importance in Christian worship. "Singing," 

says John Hodges of Second Presbyterian, "involves a lot of your being: its physical, its 

mental, its emotional. The combination of those three things ... makes singing a good 

way to worship." 108 Music has become a tremendous identifying factor for Evangelical 

churches. "People go in and they dip their litmus paper and ask, 'What is this place?"' 

says Dr. Sharp. '1\nd the music is what tells them, more than the casual approach or 

the coffee hour or the preacher with a tie or no-tie. Is there a band? Is there an organ? 

And right off the bat they decide what kind of service it is."JO'J 

108 Hodges, interview by author. 

109 Sharp, interview by author. 
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Musical style today, with so many options available, communicates an immediate 

message about a church's theological perspectives. Often, the contemporary church 

music debate is oversimplified and two polarized sides emerge: "traditional" and 

"contemporary." Actual churches, though, do not take sides in this debate by 

choosing between mutually exclusive options. Rather, they operate amid a tension 

between past and present, between tradition and innovation. The current music 

debate is best understood as playing out on a continuum between two extremes. The 

choice that individual churches face is where to fall along this continuum. 

Churches address this tension between the old and the new to different degrees 

and through different methods. The manner in which each church treats this 

tension determines the identity of a church within the context of this debate. All of 

these Memphis churches address this tension while bearing in mind their churchs 

specific concerns: the tastes and perceived needs of the congregation, the ideals of the 

ministers, and the architecture of the building, among other considerations. 
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VJ 
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Church 

Bellevue 
Baptist 

First Baptist 

Hope 
Presbyterian 

Second 
Presbyterian 

St. Peter's Anglican 

Faith Anglican 

Christ United 
Methodist 

Christ United 
Methodist 

Name 

James 
Whitmire 

Ray Hatton 

Bruce Carroll 

John Hodges 

Tim Watkins 

Forrest Stuart 

Wayne Sigler 

Tim Sharp 

Table of Church Musicians 

Title Formal music education Other relevant experience 

Minister of 
B.M. (Stetson University); attended 

Music 
Southwestern Baptist Theological 

Seminary (did not graduate) 

Minister of Music 
Master of Church Music (M.C.M.) (Southwestern Former president of Tennessee Baptist Church 

Baptist Theological Seminary) Music Conference (1994-1995) 

Music Director n/a 
Contemporary Christian 

performing and recording artist 

Music Director 
S.M. (University of Maryland); M.A. Orchestral and 

15 years of orchestral conducting 
Operatic Conducting (Indiana University) 

B.M. Church Music (Samford University); M.C.M. 

Music Director 
(Samford University); M.M. Musicology (Florida 

Assistant Professor of Music at Rhodes College 
State University); Ph.D Musicology (Florida State 

University) 

Music Director Organ classes 
Instrumental Music Director at Shades Mountain 

Baptist Church (Birmingham) 

Minister of 
S.M. Theory and Composition B.F.A. Theatre (University of 

Music 
(University of Mississippi); M.M. Kentucky) 

Choral Conducting (University of Cincinnati) 

B.M. Vocal Performance (Belmont University); 
Director of Chancel M.C.M. Choral Conducting (Southern Baptist Professor of Music at Rhodes College; author of 

Choir Theological Seminary); Doctor of Musical Art several books on conducting 
(D.M.A.) (Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) 



Christ United Methodist Church in Memphis (above) offers a variety of musical styles 
to worshippers, while Second Presbyterian Church in Memphis (below) adheres to a 
traditional worship style. 
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